We consider processes consisting of a category of states varying over a control category as prescribed by a unique factorisation lifting functor. After a brief analysis of the structure of general processes in this setting, we restrict attention to linearly-controlled ones. To this end, we introduce and study a notion of path-linearisable category in which any two paths of morphisms with equal composites can be linearised (or interleaved) in a canonical fashion. Our main result is that categories of linearly-controlled processes (viz., processes controlled by path-linearisable categories) are sheaf models.
Introduction
This work is an investigation into the mathematical structure of processes. The processes to be considered embody a notion of state space varying according to a control. This we formalise as a category of states (and their inter-relations) Xequipped with a control functor X C f .
There are di erent ways in which the control category C may be required to control the state category X; these depend, of course, on the properties required from the control functor f. For instance, one may require the control functor to be a discrete op bration or, dually, a discrete bration. The rst requirement corresponds to imposing a determinacy property on the state category Law86b, Law86c], as for every state X in X and every control path : f(X) / / C there should exist a unique evolution e : X / / Y in X along (i.e., such that f(e) = ). The second case corresponds essentially to Winskel's et al. presheaf models JNW96, CW97, WN97]. It allows non-determinism but, as we explain in Section 1, imposes a particular notion of state on the state category. The approach adopted here will be to consider a more general notion of control functor; viz., unique factorisation lifting (ufl) functors. Our motivation for doing so comes from computer science where ufl functors can be used to provide a conceptual understanding of certain
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Intuitively, in a ufl functor X C f , every evolution e : X / / Y in X is controlled by C in that whenever the control path f(e) in C may be performed in two stages ( 0 ; 1 ) (i.e., f(e) = 0 1 ) then the evolution e uniquely decomposes as two evolutions (e 0 ; e 1 ) (i.e., e = e 0 e 1 ) respectively taking place along 0 and 1 (i.e., f(e 0 ) = 0 and f(e 1 ) = 1 ).
Thus, a rst rough notion of category of processes can be taken to be the category UFL=C, where UFL is the subcategory of Cat of ufl functors. We show in Section 2 that UFL=C may be embedded (as a full re ective subcategory) in a presheaf topos; viz., c C # where C # is Mac Lane's twisted arrow category ML71]. On the one hand, this result establishes connections with presheaf models; thus opening the possibility of reusing the techniques developed in that setting CW97]. On the other hand, it highlights important di erences. First, the path category C # is obtained from the control category C and this passage equips the former with extra structure; notably notions of cover. Second, presheaf models can be over generous. For instance, by considering all presheaves in c C # as processes one is doomed to rule out important notions of state (e.g., as in transition systems; see Section 1). This may be overcome by restricting to presheaves in c C # satisfying certain orthogonality (sheaf) conditions; for these are in bijective correspondence with ufl functors over C (the bijection extracts a state category out of a presheaf). However, this mathematical equivalence should not undermine the brational viewpoint provided by ufl functors.
Finally, to establish the categories of processes that will be the subject study of this paper we need to analyse the nature of control categories. Various interpretations for them are possible. For example, one may regard control categories as providing time duration for the evolutions of a process; this is the viewpoint adopted in Law86b, Law86c] . Natural examples under this interpretation are the additive monoid of natural numbers (discrete time) and the additive monoid of non-negative real numbers (continuous time). Another view of control categories is as providing observations (e.g., time passing or actions being performed); this is the interpretation explored here. Our basic example is the free monoid on a set of actions. In particular, when the set of actions is a singleton (containing a \tic") we obtain the monoid of discrete time. The relevant structure of these and similar examples of control categories is axiomatised as so-called path-linearisable categories, that we introduce and study in Section 4. Informally, path-linearisable control categories are those in which any two control paths of morphisms with equal composites can be linearised (or interleaved) in a canonical fashion; see (18). This property is better de ned as the conjunction of a \cancellation" and a \ ll-in" property (see De nition 4.1). The cancellation property has been considered by Lawvere in the context of processes in Law89] and, as argued there, seems to be inherent in the notion of a given evolution of a process. The further imposition of the ll-in property has important conceptual and mathematical consequences. Conceptually, the consideration of processes over a path-linearisable control category corresponds to restricting attention to processes that are linearly controlled; that is, to interleaving models, in the jargon of computer science. From the mathematical perspective, as shown in Section 4, the cancellation and ll-in properties on a category C are equivalent to an \interval glueing" property used in BN98] to show that UFL=C is a (model-generated) topos. We give another proof of this result in Section 5 where we show that, for C a path-linearisable category, UFL=C is a topos (of sheaves on C # ). We remark that Johnstone showed that for C the commutative square, the simplest example of failure of ll-in, the category UFL=C is not a topos. This result can be found in Joh99], where it is also shown that, for a category C satisfying a factorisation preordered (our cancellation) and a factorisation strongly connected (our ll-in) condition, UFL=C is a sheaf topos. Organisation of the paper. We start in Section 1 with background material motivated from the point of view of computer science. In Section 2, the category UFL is de ned and its basic properties are studied. Section 3 explores applications of ufl functors to concurrency. In particular we show that they may be used in the study of interleaving models like transition systems. In Section 4, we introduce path-linearisable categories. Our main use for them is in Section 5 where, for C a path-linearisable category, we exhibit the category UFL=C as a sheaf topos. These toposes may be regarded as models of linearly-controlled processes. Some concluding remarks are provided in Section 6. s 0 ] in F(S; / / ) and every factorisation ( 0 ; 1 ) = (a 1 a i ; a i+1 a n ) of f(e) = a 1 a i a i+1 a n in M(A) there is a unique factorisation (e 0 ; e 1 ) of e in F(S; / / ) (namely 
Thus, the property (UFL) establishes that every commutative square B has a unique ll-in as indicated (i.e., that (0; 2) : 2 / / 3 is orthogonal to X / / B in Cat).
Since ufl functors are closed under identities and composition, they form a subcategory of Cat, which we denote UFL. Moreover, since whenever X / / Y / / B and Y / / B are ufl functors then so is X / / Y, we have that UFL=B is a full subcategory of Cat=B.
As can be easily seen, ufl functors re ect identities.
Lemma 2.2 For a ufl functor f, if f(x) = id then x = id.
We consider examples of ufl functors.
Example 2.3 1. Discrete brations and discrete op brations are ufl functors.
2. The di erence functor A : P(A) / / M(A) mapping ( 0 ) to 0 is a ufl functor.
In particular, for A = 1, we obtain the usual di erence functor (m n) / / n ? m from ! = P(1), the poset of natural numbers, to N = M(1), the additive monoid of natural numbers.
3. We let Graph Law86a, Law89] We have that`1 is the terminal graph and that F(`1) = N. Moreover, for a graph G, the unique graph homomorphism G / /`1 induces a length functor FG / / N which is a ufl functor SS88, Str96].
More generally, for a set A, we have that F(`A) = M(A) and that a graph G together with a labelling homomorphism G / /`A induces a ufl functor FG / / M(A). The rest of the section is devoted to the study of the slice categories UFL=B. These we characterise as certain full subcategories of a presheaf category by means of orthogonality conditions (Lemma 2.7). Since the representables are ufl functors, we obtain a Yoneda embedding for UFL=B. Thus we obtain functors UFL=B / / DFib=B # which we also denote ( ) # . 
Using that f # H = g # and the de nition of ( ) # it follows that (f(x 0 ); f(x 1 )) = (id gY ; g(y)). Thus, by Lemma 2.2, we have that X 0 = h(Y ) and x 0 = id hY , and so also that x 1 = H(y).
From the above we obtain the following two further properties. (1) + 3 (2) For f 2 jUFL=Bj we show that f # creates the pushouts (7). Indeed, assume v (u 0 ;u 1 )
Then, since f is a ufl functor it follows from Lemma 2.2 that u 1 = id and w 0 = id; and hence that u = u 0 v and w = v w 1 . Thus, (9) 
The mapping X / / B : e / / p(e) is functorial (an easy veri cation which we also omit) and we denote it f. We claim that f is a ufl functor. Indeed, a morphism e 2 X 1 such that f(e) = 0 1 has a unique factorisation lifting (e 0 ; e 1 ) given by the following construction dom(e) = dom(e 0 ) 
We denote this family of covers in B # by K 3 and write Ort(B # 
Morphisms between transition graphs are given by pairs of functions between the underlying sets of states and transitions that respect both the labelling, and the initial and nal states of transitions. The category of transition systems is then the full subcategory of the category of transition graphs consisting of objects which are extensional in the sense that every transition is uniquely determined by its label, and by its initial and nal states.
The category of transition graphs over a set of actions A will be denoted TG A . The purpose of this section is to analyse static and dynamic aspects (with emphasis on the latter) of this category. As we will see below, a topos of labelled graphs (see Law89]) provides a natural setting for treating static aspects; whilst, as hinted at in Section 1, ufl functors are appropriate structures for the study of the dynamics.
Static aspect. We give the de nition of (the static view of) the category of transition graphs. Dynamic aspect. We observe that TG A ' UFL=M(A) (15) and argue that this representation embodies the dynamics of transition graphs. f in Cat=F(`A), the component of the counit at f is an isomorphism i the category X is freely generated by the morphisms in it over an element of A, i f is a ufl functor.
Thus, the adjunction (16) In the setting of so-called presheaf models CW97], the category of models is given by a presheaf category and the path functor is taken to be the Yoneda embedding. In our context, the structure of the category of paths allows for various alternatives. The straightforward choice is to consider the Yoneda embedding u B : B # / / UFL=B (see (12) 
where the top and bottom control paths have been linearised (interleaved) as the control path 
is a pushout in Cat.
The equivalence between (CFI) and (IG) will be proved below (Theorem 4.2). Before doing so we mention some examples and comment on the de nition. In a path-linearisable category, ll-in's of commutative squares are canonical in the sense that two parallel ll-in's are equal, whilst two opposite ll-in's are the inverse of each other. Thus the interval category of a morphism in a path-linearisable category is a linear preorder.
Examples of path-linearisable categories are: free categories on graphs (in particular, the monoid M(A) for any set A); preorders in which every interval is linear (in particular, the poset P(A) for any set A); and the additive monoid of non-negative real numbers. These examples are special in that they satisfy the further property (II) Every isomorphism is an identity. making the interval categories into linear orders. It follows that the categories satisfying (CFI) and (II) are the factorisation linearly ordered categories of BN98]. Examples of path-linearisable categories in which the property (II) does not hold include: groupoids, and the categories We proceed to show the equivalence between (CFI) and (IG).
Theorem 4.2 The following statements are equivalent.
1. C has the canonical ll-in property (CFI). 
is a pushout in Set.
3. C has the interval glueing property (IG).
The implication (3) + 3 (2) holds because the forgetful functor ( ) 0 : Cat / / Set has a right adjoint and hence preserves colimits. We prove the implication (2) + 3 (1). Henceforth we will refer to the statement in Theorem 4.2 (2) as the \(IG) 0 property". We start with the following crucial lemma. Lemma 4.3 If C has the (IG) 0 property then it satis es the following property Every idempotent is an identity. and hence also the property Every retraction is an isomorphism.
Proof: Let e be an idempotent. We write for the equivalence relation on e] ] 0 + e] ] 0 generated by de ned as follows q 1 (e x; y) q 2 (x; y e) , for every (x; y) 2 id] ] 0 :
Notice the important fact that q 1 (e; id)] = f q 1 (e; id); q 2 (id; e) g : ( 2 Finally we show the implication (1) + 3 (3). The version of Proposition 4.7 below for factorisation linearly ordered categories (categories satisfying (CFI) and (II)) appears in BN98]. That h is well-de ned and has the required universal property is easily checked. 2
We conclude the section with a property of twisted arrow categories of categories with the cancellation property that gives insight into these notions. Intuitively, the property says that a path appearing in two non-overlapping parts of another path is a deformation. As a consequence, interval categories in a path-linearisable category are path linearisable (see (12)).
We proceed to show that the categories UFL=C for C a path-linearisable category are sheaf toposes |they may be regarded as sheaf models of linearly-controlled processes. Our approach is to establish the equivalence between the orthogonality condition of Lemma 2.7 (3) and a sheaf condition. To this end we need consider binary versions of the covers K 3 introduced in (10). For a small category C , let K 2 be the family of covers in C # . These covers need not be pretopologies; however the stability axiom can be easily guaranteed.
Proposition 5.2 For a small category C , the family of covers K 2 satis es the stability axiom for a pretopology i the category C has the ll-in property (FI). 
Let K 2 be the closure of K 2 under transitivity. Explicitly, the covers of K 2 are given by the families f ( 1 : : : i?1 ; i+1 : : : n ) : i / / 1 : : : i : : : n j 1 i n g :
As K 2 satis es the identity axiom of pretopologies, for a category C with the ll-in property, we obtain a site (C # ; K 2 ). Now, following Johnstone (see Joh99]), we restrict attention to categories satisfying the cancellation property. We thus consider path-linearisable categories. For them we show that the sheaf condition with respect to K 2 is equivalent to orthogonality with respect to K 3 . This, by (11) above, establishes Theorem 5.4. Proposition 5.3 Let C be a path-linearisable category. For a presheaf in c C # the following statements are equivalent.
1. The presheaf is orthogonal to every cover in K 3 . 2. The presheaf is orthogonal to every cover in K 2 . 3. The presheaf is a K 2 -sheaf.
Proof:
(1) + 3 (2) Vacuosly.
(2) + 3 (3) For a presheaf P in c C # we show by induction on the size of the covers in K 2 that P satis es the sheaf condition.
For n = 1, the sheaf condition is trivial and, for n = 2, it amounts to orthogonality with respect to covers in K 2 . For the inductive step, assume that P satis es the sheaf condition for all covers in K 2 of size n (n 2). Consider a cover f i / / 1 : : : i : : : n+1 j 1 i n + 1 g
and let f x i : i / / P j 1 i n + 1 g
be a matching family for it. De ne x 1;2 : 1 2 / / P as the unique amalgamation, given by orthogonality with respect to K 2 , of the matching family 1 
is a matching family for the cover f 1 2 / / 1 2 : : : n+1 g f i / / 1 : : : i : : : n+1 j 3 i n + 1 g (25) in K 2 because, by Proposition 4.8, whenever we have a common restriction as below (3 i n + 1) the map / / 1 2 factors through ( 1 ; id) : 2 / / 1 2 . By inductive hypothesis, there exists a unique amalgamation x : 1 : : : n+1 / / P such that ( 1 2 / / 1 2 3 : : : n+1 ) x = x 1;2 and ( i / / 1 : : : n+1 ) x = x i (3 i n + 1). Clearly, x is an amalgamation for the matching family (23) with respect to the cover (22). It is unique because any such amalgamation is also an amalgamation for the matching family (24) with respect to the cover (25). 6 Concluding remarks
Our treatment of categories of processes, we believe, provides the basis for a fruitful approach to a conceptual analysis of general processes with state. From this viewpoint this paper opens up new possibilities and we consider it as ground work for future developments and re nements of some of the topics dealt with in here. In particular, investigations related to hybrid systems will be pursued elsewhere.
The fact that UFL=C is a topos (for C path linearisable) has not been exploited here. Nor has its feature of \single universe" (for discrete brations and discrete op brations) been analysed. This relates to considering processes with \past" and \future", or with history. Whereas of certain interest in physics, it is not clear what impact this might have in computer science. The general considerations of this paper make sense not just for categories and functors, but also in other contexts; for example, for multicategories and multifunctors Lam89] and for computads (see Str96] ).
